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PROLOGUE 

I’ve written one football book, “The Explosive Double Slot” that was
printed in 1988 by a  now defunct Leisure Press.  I’ve got the sequel
finished and it is available on this web site.  In fact I’ve got a lot of books
available here but this one just might be my favorite.

I was speaking with one of my former quarterbacks not long ago and
he told me if I could write a book about football, specifically for moms, I’d
soon  have too much money to spend.  Being mostly in debt over my head,
like a lot of people these days, it didn’t take me very long to begin this
manuscript.

My own mother was a fan of football and encouraged me to play
and I think was somewhat disappointed when neither of my brothers
stayed in the game after their freshmen year in high school. But she was a
different mom.  She didn’t worry, at least on the outside, about me getting
hurt. On the contrary, being the athlete in the family,  she understood that
playing an aggressive game was, in the long run and big picture, good for
her middle son.  She was right.  It's a great way for the male of the species
to act out aggressive testosterone driven energy in a healthy and
organized sport.

I’ve been a football coach, mostly at the high school level, for over
forty years and contrary to the opinion of most officials who seem to think
they hold a monoply on the issue, know most of the rules of the game. In
this book I'll help you worried mothers understand these sometimes
complicated rules.  And I'll try to do it with a little humor for your enjoyment.

I'll also delve into terminology.  Like most sports football has its own
language which can be as confusing to those who haven't played the
game as Spanish was to me in my futile attempt at learning a forign
language while in high school.

 I’ve coached well over a thousand young boys and watched most of
them turn into good young men right before my eyes. Ok, it's taken some
of them a little longer but  It’s part of the benefit of coaching this game that
I truly love. So why do they play?  Well, one of the reasons is the game is
the best example of a “Team” game.  Baseball and basketball are all about
individual stats but in football the guy who blocks for the extra point can be
just as important as the quarterback.  It’s this team thing that draws most
football players to the sport, because most of them aren’t the star or even
a starter.  Something about being a member of a team that is more
valuable than being an individual.  Mom, that's why your smaller or weaker
or uncordinated son wants to play.  Or, why your bigger, stronger



cordinated son wants to play. The bonus in this great game of  football is,
it's the sport that more than any other teaches lifetime lessons and values
like self discipline, loyalty and team work.  Learning how to be a good
listener, to take direction well and to put team in front of self are a few
more long term  benefits of playing a team sport like football.

That should tell you mothers why your boy wants to play and it
doesn't matter if your son is a fourth grader trying out for pop warner
football or a senior in high school trying the sport for the first time, I hope
this book will make the game itself easier for you to understand if not
accept.  I’ll poke some fun at the game and sometimes at you mom.
Please don’t take offense, I’ll poke fun at myself as well.  I learned a long
time ago that laughing was a great way to improve my life and I try to do it
as often as possible, so should you. Remember this book has a dual
purpose first to help you understand the game a little better and second,
to make you laugh.

Enjoy.
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            Part One  
Relax they have Rules

The simple reason most moms don’t want their son to play
football is they don’t want him to get hurt.  Relax, he probably will
and it probably won’t be serious.  First of all let me explain an
important difference to you about injuries.  There is a big difference
between being 'hurt' and being 'injured'.  If a player is hurt he has a
sprain, a pull, a tweak of a muscle and he is expected to play and if
he's a real football player he plays.  If he is injured he has a broken
bone, ligement dammage or a concussion and in my program he
will not play!  

Want me to quote statistics?  I can but the fact is if the chance
of injury is one per cent and your son is the one it doesn’t make it
any easier to deal with.  In my coaching career I’ve witnessed all
sort of bumps, bruises, sprains, breaks and  tears  of feet, ankles,
knees, arms, shoulders, spleens, kidneys and brains.  Exactly zero
of which have been catastrophic.  So the odds, mom, are long that
your son will be the one that is permanently injured on the football
field.  Might it happen?  The answer is yes.  Might your boy get in
an automobile accident.  The answer is yes.  Does he want to
drive?  Of course he does and you let him.   If he wants to play
football, let him.

TESTOSTERONE:  “A male steroid hormone produced in the
testicles and responsible for the development of secondary sex
characteristics.”

The first thing a mother has to understand is that the other
mother, nature, or whomever is in charge of things like that put this
hormone called testosterone into the male human body.  What it
really is, is the fuel for the male aggressiveness.  Most women,
except those trying to win Olympic medals, don’t have it.  God
wasn’t equal in what he/she put into Adam and Eve’s body, and I’m
sorry about that Martha, but that decision was made by a higher
authority than me and you’ll just have to accept the fact.

Back to the fuel.  Somewhere during the early teenage years
most boys get that rush from the testicles that affects his
aggressiveness.  It’s the reason he wants to beat the crap out of his
older sister, so why not channel that aggression in other directions?
Why not another more humane sport moms ask?  The answer to



that question is simple, football is a “Contact” sport.  Some famous
football coach took umbrage with “Contact” and said, “Dancing is a
contact sport, Football is a “Collision” sport.   Ok, either works and
young boys crave crashing into one another, in the den, the front
yard or the football field.

Not long ago my physical education class was playing “Dodge
Ball”, now there is a Neanderthal game, and one of the teenage
girls said to me, “Dodge ball is great because it gives boys a
chance to act out their natural aggressiveness without getting
thrown in jail.”  She was right and all those administrators that
outlawed the game in most PE classes in most school districts
around our nation ought to heed her words.  That young girl saw
what many older educated folk don’t see or choose to ignore.  The
fact of life is the male sex is usually more aggressive and needs an
outlet.  Mom you need to accept that fact and then you need to be a
supportive mother and allow your boy to channel his
aggressiveness into a game that has rules of conduct that insure
sanity will prevail.  Then sit in the stands and root for your boy!

RULES:
Like all games football has a set of standards called rules of

the game.  Let me list them for you and try to give you an
explanation that makes good sense.

DOWN AND DISTANCE:
The game is made up of offensive plays called downs.  The

offensive team gets four downs to make ten yards.  If they do it, in
four downs or less they get another four downs to make another ten
yards. 

END ZONE:
This represents the object of the game.  Get the ball into the

end zone and you have done your job.  It is a ten-yard deep area
located on each end of the hundred-yard field.  Crossing the goal
line into the end zone with the ball counts six points for that team.

FIELD:
The old gridiron, Ok football field is 100 yards long and 60

yards wide.  Seventeen yards from the sideline is a “Hash Mark”
and that is where the ball is put into play when the ball goes out of
bounds with someone other than the ball boy carrying it.  



GAME:
The game is forty-eight minutes long at the high school level

and divided into quarters lasting twelve minutes.  Teams take a
halftime break that usually lasts fifteen minutes.  In both the college
and the professional game the quarters are fifteen minutes long and
makes the game a sixty-minute affair.  

Each team is allotted three time outs per half and they do not
carry over if not used in the first half.  Unlike some games, you can’t
stockpile time outs in football.

If the game ends in a tie score there is an overtime period,
which is slightly different at every level, but the end result is the
team with the most points at the end is the winner.  

The game begins with one team kicking to the other.  In the
second half the kicking team will receive and the receiving team will
kick.  That is unless the team captains misunderstood their options
and chose to kick instead of either receiving or defending a goal or
deferring to the second half.  Confusing?  It can be for team
captains as well as none of them are chosen for their grade in logic.

The clock runs during the play but is stopped when:  the ball
carrier goes out of bounds or scores a touchdown; a pass is
incomplete;  there is a penalty; when a time out is taken by either
team; the official stops the clock to attend to an injured player; to
measure for a first down;   In both high school and college the clock
is stopped after a first down. 

OBJECT OF THE GAME:
The object of the game is to score more points than your

opponent and not to see how many opposing players you can
cripple.  Some detractors would say the object of the game is for
big, dumb athletic types to show off their man hood.  They are
partially correct.  Actually it is an opportunity for athletes both bright
and not so to display their skill in playing a game that requires
determination, concentration, ability to throw, catch and kick a ball,
self discipline, teamwork and an ability to take instructions with the
understanding that they will be held accountable for their own
actions.  Sort of like life itself, in the real world outside of sport.  It is
a major reason why the majority of CEO’s, Business leaders and
the movers and shakers of our world have a solid background in
sport and many of them in football.  Those timid soles who know
neither victory nor defeat on the gridiron usually end up as college



professors or some other inconsequential profession.  Sorry if I
offended any one of you pseudo intellectual liberals.  This is
America and I have a right to my opinion.

 OFFICIALS:
Each game will be governed by a set of officials sometimes

mistakenly referred to as referees.  Actually there is only one
referee and he is the head official and during a scrimmage plays
stands behind the offensive team which hopefully gives him an
opportunity to watch the game from the best angle.  He is identified
by wearing a white hat which contrary to popular opinion doesn’t
automatically make him a good guy.  The Umpire, not to be
confused with his baseball equivalent, is in charge of watching the
play of the offensive and defensive linemen and not calling balls
and strikes.

The head linesman stands on the sideline and is in charge of
placement of the down box and line to gain chains.  The official
crew can also include a line judge, back judge, field judge and side
judge.  Way too many judges and hopefully they aren’t on the take
or working for the hometown team.  The number of officials is
different depending on the level of play and the availability of
qualified people.  This last part of course is debatable as there are
many people on the losing side of every game who think none of
the officials were qualified.  They may be right but it all balances out
in the end, so learn to live with it.  

The officials are assisted by the afore mentioned chain crew
and the clock operator, usually sitting in the press box and who
hopefully isn’t the mother of the home teams quarterback. Hopefully
the clock operator is somewhat aware of the rules of the game as
pertaining to stopping the clock.  Not always the case as they are
usually non professional people who enjoy their perch in the sky
and sometimes get caught up in watching their son and ignoring the
officials in charge of signaling a stopping of the clock, usually to the
benefit of the home team.   

PLAYERS:
Each team may have eleven players on the field at one time.

Seven players must be on the L.O.S. (line of scrimmage) before the
ball is snapped to the QB to begin the play.  On offense there are
five offensive linemen, two receivers, four, behind the L.O.S. in the



backfield, a quarterback and three other players. The game has
changed a lot in the last fifty years or so and now those backfield
positions might just as easily be receivers, lined up split away from
the QB.  The five offensive linemen are not eligible to catch a
forward pass and must stay behind the L.O.S. until a forward pass
has been thrown.

The defense can line up anywhere but they usually have three
or four linemen, two or three linebackers and four or five defensive
backs.  As a general rule the bigger and stronger players play on
the line and the smaller faster players play in the backfield.  The big
strong and fast players can play anywhere they want.

The players are identified by number. They can wear any
number unless they are an offensive lineman and their numbers
must be between fifty and seventy nine.  So called eligible numbers
between one and forty-nine and eighty to ninety nine are worn by
QB’s, running backs and receivers. Defensive players can wear any
number. Players usually choose their favorite number or their girl
friends favorite.  If they have no girl friend the decision may come
down to a vote.  Dad’s vote counts more than mom’s.  Sorry about
that.

POSITIONS:
Offensive positions are as follows:

Offensive linemen of which there are five.  These are usually
large young boys who have neither the speed or agility to play
another so called “skilled” position.  However, one of them must
have the ability to snap the football to the quarterback.  So there is
some skill involved.

Receivers or Split Receivers are players who primarily catch
passes thrown by the quarterback.  They are usually fast and have
good hand to eye coordination.  They must also block for the ball
carrier on occasion which is a skill most of them haven’t mastered.
However, the tight end is a receiver but also must be a
accomplished blocker a combination that is rare which is why most
teams today play without one.

Sometimes he is called a wide receiver and that doesn’t mean
he’s swallowed too many donuts.  The “Split Receiver” is located on
the end of the L.O.S. and split wide from his friend the offensive
tackle. If your son doesn’t like contact this will be the ideal position
for him.  It’s mandatory that he has the ability to catch the thrown



football.  If not he can always play defensive back, most of them
can’t catch either.  

As apposed to the split end, the “Tight End” lines up next to
his buddy the offensive tackle.  He usually does that so the tackle
can protect him.  Oh, another reason is he’s not very fast but can
catch the ball when the QB throws it to him, usually not far from the
L.O.S.  The tight end should be a good blocker but I played the
position and didn’t block anyone.  Our team won eight out of nine
games proving the theory that the tight end needs to block wrong.
If your son plays tight end he’s probably both big and fast and got
all that from his mom’s side of the family.

Running Backs are the guys who the quarterback hands the
ball to.  They are usually big or fast or both which is why they are
not playing on the offensive line.  The better ones have an ability to
make the defensive players miss him as he runs down the field
which makes the coach look very smart.  Of course that may or may
not be true.

Quarterback is the position most important to offensive
football teams.  He is the one who handles the ball on every play,
so does the center but no one cares much about that.  The
quarterback must be multi skilled as he has to make split second
decisions, throw with accuracy and lead the team in a positive
manner.  And if he’s unfortunate enough to have a poor offensive
line in front of him he must be able to elude the defenders on his
own which requires speed and guile.  He also gets most of the
credit when the team wins and most of the grief when they don’t so
it is a requirement that he have thick skin and a short memory.
That won’t help much in history class but if he’s good enough an
imposter will handle that for him anyway.  Another perk to playing
quarterback is they usually get the best looking girl.  So mom, if
you’re interested in having good looking grand children have your
son try out for quarterback.

Defensive positions are as follows:

Defensive Linemen are always mean and aggressive.  They
can be either big or small but surly is a requirement.  If your son is
especially hard to get along with make sure he plays in the DL.



Linebacker is a position that requires speed, agility and
toughness combined with an “I have zero fear” attitude.  They must
be able to defend the run and the pass and in most defensive
schemes make most of the big plays, which upsets mom’s of the
defensive linemen who make the job of the linebacker easier.  Live
with it mom.

These are the players who line up behind the defensive line
and attempt to maim the offensive player carrying the football.  Mr.
Webster again; maim, “To inflict a severe and permanent wound on
a person or animal, especially one that renders a limb unable to
move.”  Someone like a running back limping from nearly being
maimed on the previous play.  If the running back is especially big,
strong and fast he is called an “Animal” and therefore fair game, so
to speak.

Defensive Back is a position that requires speed and nothing
else.  If your son wants to play receiver but doesn’t have good
hands he will end up playing DB and when he drops an easy
interception remember if he could catch the ball he’d be playing
offense.  He must be able to tackle but it isn’t necessary if the



defensive line and linebackers are doing their job.  Therefore it is
the easiest position to play.  He may not even get his jersey dirty.

Special teams include: 

Kicker is a position stolen from soccer.  In fact a lot of teams
kicker doubles as a soccer player and plays football only on Friday
nights. He’s usually the little guy who’s uniform doesn’t fit. The
kicker should not be confused with the Punter who is not a kicker.
The difference between a Kick and a Punt is:  a kicked ball is struck
while the ball is on the ground and a punt is struck while the ball is
in the air.  Got it?

SCORING:
When a player crosses the goal line with the football it’s called

a Touchdown and it’s worth six points.  Upon scoring a touchdown



the team is awarded or rewarded, depending on your view, an
opportunity to try an extra point.  I guess they could decline the
opportunity but I’ve never seen that happen.  The football is placed
on the three-yard line for the try.  Now it gets a little confusing.  If
the team trying the extra point kicks it and the ball goes over the
cross bar and between the uprights of the goal post, located on the
end line (last line, ten yards from the goal line) they get one point.

If the team making the try chooses to run or pass the ball and
are successful they receive two points.  Except in Pop Warner
when the scoring of the extra point, usually referred to as the P.A.T.
(point after touchdown) is two for a kick and one for a run or pass.
Also, if the defense, on the try, scores by the run back of  a blocked
kick, an intercepted pass or a fumble they are rewarded two points.
That rule in itself might discourage a team from attempting the try
and seems a little stupid to me, by rewarding the wrong team for
scoring the touchdown in the first place, but no one asked.

A team scores a two point Safety when they keep the
opposing team from getting out of their own end zone either by
tackling the ball carrier or forcing him to run out of bounds in the
end zone.  A ball that is snapped over the punters head and goes
out of bounds would also be ruled a safety.

A Touchback, worth no points, occurs when the ball remains
in the end zone by choice of the receiving team on a kick, punt,
pass interception or fumble.  The confusing part comes when the
football looks to be fumbled into the end zone and is fallen on by
the receiving team.  The rule states that if the emphasis of the ball
put it in the end zone it is ruled a Muff and not a fumble.  Therefore
when given a choice a player should muff the football instead of
fumbling said sphere.  Ok?  

PENALTIES:

Actually an infraction of the rules is called a Foul and because
of the foul a      penalty is prescribed.  The penalty can be either
five, ten or fifteen yards depending on the severity of the Foul.
Most Fouls occur during the play and the teams will replay the
down.  If the penalty occurs after the play has stopped it is a Dead
Ball Foul and usually results in a fifteen-yard penalty against the
offender.  The non-offending team is given the option of either



accepting or declining the penalty.  The team captain will confer
with the Referee and make his decision.  In actuality most coach’s
signal to their captain with instructions to either take the play or the
penalty.  If they don’t know what to do they have a signal that says,
“You’re on your own buster.”

BLOCK IN THE BACK:  Sometimes a player is overmatched.  This
is a macho game where individual players match up against one
another.  If a player on team A is being punished by a player on
team B he will bide his time until the player on team B has his back
turned.  Even though the block in the back is illegal it’s rewarding
and the officials don’t always see the penalty, and even when they
do if your team is getting killed they won’t call it anyway.  Smack
that big bully in the back and take your chances.  Just kidding.

DELAY OF GAME:  Either the QB or the coach can’t make up their
mind what play to call.  Usually if it’s the coach who can’t decipher
all the stuff he’s got on his cheat sheet that he’s spent an ungodly
amount of hours preparing.  It’s filled with color coded this and that
and of course doesn’t work.  Mom, if it’s fourth and forty tell the
coach to… punt!



FACE MASK:  Today all helmets have facemasks.  When the game
began that wasn’t the case.  In fact the first helmets were sort of a
combination of cardboard and leather and looked like World War II
pilot headgear.  Somewhere around 1950 ish the powers that rule
the game of football decided they had seen enough teeth being spit
onto the Gridiron and implemented the Face Mask.  The first ones
looked like a monkey mask but eventually they have become a
combination of heavy wire that sticks out very enticingly from the
helmet.  If you are a particularly bad tackler try grabbing facemask,
especially if your team is behind.  It’s only a fifteen-yard penalty so
go for it. 

HOLDING:  This is an offensive penalty as well.  It occurs on every
play but the officials only call it when one team gets ahead by more
than three touchdowns.  Then it’s always on the team ahead.  The
officials, being pleasant and caring folk, want the game to be
competitive so they’ll do whatever they must to keep one team from
getting too far ahead.  It’s a great rule for bad teams.  Ok, a little



humor.  Actually the defense can also hold.  It occurs when a
defensive player, usually a defensive back, grabs and holds a
receiver trying to run to an open area, if there are any. 

ILLEGAL MOTION:  Offensive teams use motion quite often
hopefully to confuse the defense and create an advantage for their
squad.  Legal motion is no more than one player running along
behind the L.O.S. before the ball has been snapped.  It looks like
he’s forgotten where to line up and is racing frantically to his correct
alignment, but it’s really planed most of the time.  If he moves
toward the line of scrimmage before the football is snapped it’s a
penalty called illegal motion and not a bad lawyer trying to save his
client.  

OFF SIDE:  Remember the L.O.S.?  Sure you do, it’s the invisible
line no one can cross before the ball is snapped to your son, or
someone’s son.  If you do the penalty is called Off Side and it’s a
five-yard penalty.  So if you’re really frustrated use the Off Side
penalty to your advantage.  Kick the crap out of the unsuspecting
enemy when he is innocently waiting for the ball to be snapped.  It’s
only a five yard’er, what the hell.

PASS INTERFERENCE:  Finally a defensive penalty.  The rulebook
says both the offensive and defensive player have a ‘right’ to the
ball.  In actuality they don’t.  Unless the offensive player uses a
blatant shove to the defender he can create the contact without
penalty.  However, if the defender touches the receiver a flag will
fly, every time.  In fact for some referee’s if the defender is even
close to the receiver and the offensive team is ahead, the flag will
fly.  Mom, you may be getting a clue here.  If your son’s team is
ahead they will be penalized.



ROUGHING THE PASSER:  Sometimes this penalty is called a
‘Late Hit’ but in fact a Late Hit can take place on any player.  The
QB is supposed to be protected by rule after he releases the
football and cannot be abused.  Different officials call this penalty
differently.  Some let obvious flagrant contact happen.  Theses
officials probably played linebacker. Others whose son probably
played QB or in fact they did, will throw the flag readily.  Mom, you
need to find out what position that official played.  It will prepare you
for what is to come.

UNNESSARY ROUGHNESS:  This penalty usually takes place a
long way away from the football.  It’s a cheap shot penalty.  You’re
not looking and I’m going to kill you.  Sometimes the kicker, who is
probably admiring his work as the ball sails high and long, is fodder
for the frustrated.  A well-placed helmet in the gut will do the trick.
Take that you pussy.  A pussy is a cat right; a small defenseless
animal. Well, the kicker is a pussy most of the time so what do you
expect.  And he usually doesn’t speak English anyway! 



UNSPORTSMANLIKE CONDUCT:  Football can be a very
frustrating game for players and coaches alike.  If either uses
profanity to excess it is a penalty.  Sometimes it is hard for the
officials to determine which player cussed so they throw the flag on
the team that is ahead.  

The usually very friendly official standing on the sideline next
to the team box will always need earmuffs.  The only other place
you can hear language like that is in the hallways of public school
America, usually by teenage girls.  No penalty there, oh well.  It is
this official who usually calls a foul on the coach or someone on the
bench.

Early in my coaching career I disagreed loudly with the call on
the field with some colorful language and the Referee obviously
with excellent hearing obliged me by marking off an additional
fifteen yards.  At which time I offered my continued displeasure by
yelling to the man, “You Stink.”  He immediately marked off another
fifteen yards and yelled back, “How do I smell from here.”  Not one
of my more memorable moments.





Part Two
              Fair Catch & other Terminology

 I was sitting in the stands at West Linn High School in 1968
about to scout a football game. I was a freshmen coach at rival
Tigard and in those days the young coaches were the advance
scouts, watching the next opponent, charting plays, noting the
starters and making other observations that would hopefully help
the varsity team.  The Lions were playing the Lake Oswego Lakers,
my alma-matre, in a TYV league game.  As the visitors entered the
field there were the usual comments about the rich kids from the
affluent suburb of Portland, Oregon. “They pay those kids to play
you know,” was one comment I heard often from Laker rival fan's.   I
was used to that having grown up there so I usually just ignored the
ignorance, choosing my usual non-confrontational approach by
keeping my silence.  Good choice.

Somewhere in the first quarter while fielding a punt by the
Lion punter the Laker safety held up his hand in the ‘Fair Catch’
signal.  One of the ladies sitting in front of me asked her friend, both
mothers of West Linn players, “What did that signal mean?” What I
heard next was the best and most complete definition of a football
term, by man or  woman, I’ve ever heard.  “When he put his hand in
the air he was saying, I promise not to run with the ball if you
promise not to tackle me.”  Football is in the end a simple game,
with simple rules.  Make ten yards and you get to keep the ball.
Cross the goal line and you get six points.  On defense, tackle the
guy with the ball.  Simple.

Many women have a difficult time understanding football at all
and even more, to them,  the complicated rules of the game.  It’s
understandable because most mothers want nothing to do with the
game and certainly don’t want their son risking his life and limbs by
playing what to them is nothing more than a Neanderthal fight to the
finish, not unlike a couple of mastodons a thousand years ago.
How about playing a humane game like, well like the other football,
soccer.  Soccer’s simple, it’s mostly major injury risk  free and there
aren’t any rules mom can’t understand.  Kick the ball, follow it, kick
it into the net, goal and one to nil.  Of course soccer isn’t that simple
but for mom it probably is, but this little book isn’t about that
football.  It’s about American football, one hundred yard fields, goal
posts, touchdowns and field goals and how to interpret its



terminology and its rules and it’s reason for existing on planet earth.
Remember, mom, American football is our most popular sport
played by more athletes than all the other sports combined.

The game is an offshoot of both soccer and rugby.  If you
believe the historians soccer began long before Christ was born
and rugby started in eleventh century England.  American football
didn’t begin until after we kicked the crap out of the redcoats.  The
first recognized football game was played in 1869 between Rutgers
and Princeton and won by the Princeton team six to four.  But it
wasn’t until 1876 that the intercollegiate football association was
created and established standardized rules of play.  The game was
sort of a semi-war and in 1905 after eighteen players died and
many more were critically injured, President Teddy Roosevelt gave
football a choice, make the game safer or have it outlawed.
Helmets and huddles appeared shortly thereafter and a more
human game was created, much to the delight of mothers
everywhere across this land.

And now to make this section easier for you to follow I’ll list
some important football terminology in alphabetical order.
Memorize these terms and you’ll be the mom in the stands
everyone turns to understand this damn game.

“Audible”
When you see the quarterback at the line of scrimmage, the

place where the play begins,  talking to the defense, he’s not.  What
he’s really doing is calling an “Audible”.  Which means he’s using
his teams terminology to change the play that was called in the
huddle, the gathering where instructions are given.  Some teams
use colors and numbers for example; Red 286, Red 286, he usually
does it twice in case some of his teammates are either hard of
hearing or looking for their mom in the stands and not paying
attention.  Never, of course a problem, for a teenager.    Ok, girl
friend in the stands.  Hopefully he has been coached well enough
that the “Audible” works.  Unfortunately not always the case, but it
does look good.  So next time your team runs a play that doesn’t
work, stand up and yell, “Call an audible you idiot,”  unless the idiot
is your son.



 

 “Blitz”
There was a beer brewed in Oregon called Blitz.  It was a

favorite for under age high school kids but that’s not the blitz we’re
talking about here. “Blitz” simply means some player on the
defensive side of the ball decides he needs to raise some havoc
and after the football is snapped he races across the L.O.S. (line of
scrimmage) attacking the quarterback.  This maneuver is
sometimes called a Red Dog, apparently a colored dog was
involved at one time, or a Stunt which apparently had nothing to do
with pulling one off as a prank.  In professional football a “Blitz”
means a defensive back attacks the offense, a Dog means a
linebacker, he lines up behind that L.O.S. attacks and a Stunt
means two or more defensive linemen loop around each other
trying to confuse the offense line ending in a Sack, tackling behind
the L.O.S., of the quarterback.



 

“Bootleg”
    Not to be confused with Bootlegger which was a term used to
identify those that made or sold alcohol during the period in our
history called prohibition.  “Bootleg”  in football terminology means
the quarterback fakes to a running back and takes off in the
opposite direction either to run or pass and hopefully fooling the
fools chasing the running back.  Sometimes he talks one of his
teammates into joining him for protection.  When he decides no one
on his team is reliable enough he performs a Naked Bootleg, which
means he’s literally by himself and not that he shed his uniform and
is running in the buff.  Which probably would excite the



cheerleaders but offend the school board.  Except of course in
Europe where the naked human body isn’t a big deal.

The “Box”
In the “Box” refers to those defensive players aligned in an

imaginary rectangle drawn from the offensive tight ends, end man
on the L.O.S.,  through the linebackers.  Some teams actually count
the defensive players in the Box and if there are more than six in
the box they will “Audible” to a pass play.  Likewise if they have
called a pass in the huddle and less than six players are in the box
the quarterback will “Audible” to a run play. Simple huh?  Problem
is that those nasty defensive coaches sometimes hide the players
just outside the box and when the ball is snapped they act like they
were there all the time.  Drat… not  terminology used very often in
football,  it’s what Batman’s buddy Robin said when something bad
happened to the good guys, wearing white hats.



“Chain Crew”
This is a group of three, usually men, in charge of holding the

down to gain markers.  Which is exactly ten yards from the original
L.O.S.  Two members of the crew hold poles at the ends of the
chain.  A third marker is also holding on to a pole, and is set at the
spot of the football on the field by the third member of the crew. The
three members of the “Chain Crew” are usually fathers of the
home team players and stand on the visitor sideline in an attempt to
steal information from the unsuspecting coach.  Well maybe not but
it is an interesting thought.

 “Chop Block”
Sounds like something that belongs in the kitchen doesn’t it?

Or maybe in a slaughterhouse, which is where too many mothers
think football originated.  Blocking is part of the game of course but
a “Chop Block” is a nasty combination-blocking scheme that is
basically designed to hurt someone.  It amounts to one player
engaging the defensive lineman and another player blocking that
same guy below the waist, usually around the knee.  It happens
sometimes by mistake but when it’s done on purpose it ought to be
more than a fifteen-yard penalty.
 
“Clothesline”

Ok mom here’s one you already know.  Well sort of know.
This term refers to a defensive player using his arm as a
“Clothesline” and of course the unsuspecting player with the ball
somehow doesn’t duck and he is “Closelined”.  Sort of like little
Johnny when running away from Alice after raining on her
dollhouse and catching his neck on mom’s line of clothes hanging
out to dry.  Actually, I think they now call the clothesline the “Dryer”,
as in you just got Dry’erd buddy.  

 “Coffin Corner”
No it isn’t a burial in the corner of the field.  Although there are

some fans that would love to bury the coach there.  This actually
refers to a punt, a ball kicked without assistance from another
player,  that goes out of bounds near the goal line.  It’s sort of a lost
art in the game now that football is in the hands of genius’s who
spend twenty hours a day in a dark office watching video tape of
last months game Vs State U so they’ll know enough to punt when
it’s forth and forty.  Go team.



“Crackback”
Pay attention here Mom this little ploy can get your son hurt!

A “Crackback” is a block usually by a wide receiver, still the end
man on the L.O.S. but aligned a few yards away from his friends,
on an unsuspecting defensive player lined up to his inside and
watching fervently the player with the ball.  The wide receiver then
knocks the defensive player into the cheap seats.  They don’t use
the play in the pro’s because there are no cheap seats.  It’s
sometimes referred to as a Blindside block.  This one’s easy, the
defensive player is legally blind and the coach feels sorry for him
and lets him play just long enough to enjoy the thrill of the
“Crackback” block.  Fun. Well maybe not.

 “Draw”
This refers to a play that looks like a pass and actually

becomes a run.  My brother the good doctor would call this a ‘Pass
Action’ play which is the opposite to the more often used term “Play
Action” pass.  Sometimes this play is called a finesse play because
it requires the defense to be faked out of position by the action of
the quarterback. Mr. Webster defines finesse as  “A delicate and
skillful approach in dealing with a troublesome situation.”  In this
case the troublesome situation is the defensive linemen killing the
quarterback every time he drops back to pass.  So mom, next time
Johnny gets sacked stand up and yell at the top of your lungs, “Run
the Damn “Draw.”  

“Flood”
No, no not too much water on the field.  This is a pass play

where a number of offensive receivers “Flood” an area of the field
with more players than the defensive has assigned to that spot.
The only problem is flooding an area requires that the quarterback
has fewer friends to protect him from the enemy.  It may require Mr.
Webster’s delicate and skil l ful approach by using the
aforementioned “Bootleg” or some other such deception to confuse
the defense.  Actually it is know in the world of football that
defenders are always dumber than their dumb friends playing the
Neanderthal game on the offensive side, so just throw the damn
flood.  Just don’t stand up and yell flood unless you are prepared to
avoid the panicked fans running for their lives, sort of like the
quarterback.  



 
“Fumble”

Fee, Fie, Fo Fumble is a chant that the always on top of
things cheer squad uses to encourage the opposition to give the
ball back to us by dropping it.  That is if the rally is actually at the
game and not taking the night off to prepare for their own
“Championship”.  Go figure.  When the opponent fumbles it’s good
but when we fumble it isn’t. Some really fast guys have what the
experts, who usually never played,  call “Fumbleitis”.  In this case
the fast guy needs to cure the disease as quickly as possible.
Fortunately unlike tonsillitis it doesn’t require surgery to correct.  

“Goal Line”
This is the last line of defense.  It is the goal of the offensive

team to cross this line holding on to the football.  If they cross the
line with the ball firmly in grasp they get six points, except in high
school football where it requires the player to be at least three yards
across the line.  Why you ask?  Simple, high school referee’s have
the world’s best eyesight and always see what no one else can and
anything close to the “Goal Line” is always placed on the one-inch
line.  It’s in their rulebook.  Which is not unlike the baseball home
plate umpire who can’t understand why players get mad when they
call a pitch off the plate by six inches a strike.  “I’ve established MY
strike zone”.  Really?  I thought the rulebook did that.  

 “Goal Line Stand”
None of you will remember this name but I don’t care.

Tommy Nobis was an All-American linebacker who played in the
fifties for the University of Texas.  What Tommy said when Bear
Bryant’s Alabama Crimson Tide team drove to a first down on the
three-yard line is folklore in the Longhorn state.  “Ok guys, we’ve
got them right where we want them.”  So Tommy simply made four
straight tackles to hold the Tide short of the goal line and the “Goal
Line Stand” was born.  Apropos in Texas sort of like the goal line
at the Alamo.  Oops the Mexicans (I know it’s Hispanics now) won.
Sorry about that.

“Gridiron”
A grid and an iron, humm.  When American football was first

played the field was lined in squares.  Not only were there



horizontal lines every five or sometimes every ten yards, there were
also vertical lines extending from goal line to goal line.  The
resulting effect was the field looked like a Grid.  I don’t know where
the Iron came in.  Oh, I do too.  When mom’s made waffles they
used a waffle maker that made the waffles look like a grid of
squares and the contraption was called an iron.  Presto/chango…
“Gridiron.”

 “Hail Mary”  
I’m a Christian and therefore a religious man.  Do I stand up in

church with hands raised to glorify God?  Simple answer, no, but
when I need God to look down from his lofty perch and help out I’m
not too proud to ask for his aid.  And that is exactly what the team
behind by a touchdown or less with time for one last play does.
They call it a “Hail Mary” and it simply means line up all your
eligible receivers in a wide out alignment and have them race to the
end zone.  The quarterback throws the pass and then kneels down
and asks for his prayer to be answered.  Well, they don’t have time
to do that but most of them would like to.

I haven’t spent enough time in church I guess because in my
coaching history there have been three such attempts against my
team.  All three worked and the only one that didn’t cost us the
game was when I was coaching at Lois and Cause College.
Western Washington missed the ensuing point after touchdown and
we ended up in a tie.  No doubt God looked down on me and said
to himself, “Enough”.  



So mom when your son heaves the “Hail Mary” say a quite
prayer!  Sometimes God is watching.

 “To the House”
As in take it to the house.  This is the current hot slang phrase

for scoring a touchdown.  I assume it has something to do with, this
game’s over and I’m taking my ball and going home, to the house.
Or maybe it’s just that the end zone is like a house in the rich part
of town where the young player would like to call home.  The hot
slang phrase will be replaced in two years when someone comes
up with another phrase that makes no sense and has nothing to do
with the game.  Until that time if your son looks to be heading for
the end zone stand up and yell, “My boy’s taking it to the house.”

“Huddle”
This is the term that defines the group of players gathering

around one another and discussing the great looking girl in row
twenty-three.  Oh, probably not.  The huddle was first used by the
offense and then the defensive players decided they were missing



something so they started using one as well.  Sometimes the
players, if they are really good friends, hold hands in the huddle
which offends some of the old timers in the stands but makes the
liberal folk actually watching football smile.  This is where the
quarterback or the defensive captain tells the other guys what to do.
On offense it goes something like this;  flanker right, slot left, buck
sweep right TAG, on two.  On defense it will be something like “Kill
the bastards”, or not.  

    “Hurry Up”
Some people call this the “Two Minute Drill.”  Dads use this

term a lot, especially with teenage daughters or come to think of it
with older women, like wives.  I know it’s a woman’s prerogative to
be late, most women think it’s fashionable.  Ok, I can live with that
but maybe we men should practice a two-minute drill with the
women in our lives.  Back to football.  The “Hurry Up” is usually
used near the end of a half or the game, many times in the last two
minutes.  It requires the offensive team to run plays faster than they
usually do and most of the time without the connivance of the
huddle.  It therefore requires an audible system that actually works.
 
“Interception”

Wayne Woodrow “Woody” Hayes the very famous and
tumultuous former coach and at The Ohio State University once
said, “Three things can happen when a team throws the football
and   two of them are bad.”  The bad would be incomplete, meaning
no one caught the ball and “Intercept” when the defense decides
to catch it.  Most players playing on defense are there because they
can’t catch the damn ball but once and awhile they do, usually
catching their teammates totally off guard.  I guess that would be
sort of a double catch.  Coach Hayes’ teams usually only threw
passes during pre game warm up but they won a lot of actual
football games.

    
“Line to Gain”

This is the yellow line drawn ten yards from the L.O.S. on first
down that you see on TV.  In actuality it isn’t there so the fans in the
stands don’t know where the line is unless their father is holding the
chains on the sideline.  Crossing the yellow line allows the offensive
team to keep the football away from the defense for another four



plays and causing the magic man in the TV booth to re-draw the
line.  How he does that is one of life’s great mysteries.

“L.O.S.”
The “Line of Scrimmage” or L.O.S. is that imaginary line that

separates the offensive team from the defensive team prior to the
snap of the football.  No one on either team is allowed to penetrate
the line until after the snap.  If either team does that it is a penalty of
five yards against the offending team.  Sometimes the offense tries
to draw, not to be confused with the draw play, the defense off side
by using the snap count to their advantage.  This is called a Hard
count, opposed I suppose to the Easy count, which is one the
offense can actually remember.  The Hard count in high school
usually succeeds in drawing the wrong team off side.  

“Nickel”
The nickel is pretty much useless in our monetary system now

days and some would say the same thing about the “Nickel”
defense.  It actually refers to the fifth; get it, defensive back who
usually replaces a linebacker or defensive lineman when the
defensive coaches think the offense is going to attempt a forward
pass.  Dime is the term used by dumb defensive coaches when six
defensive backs are used.  Apparently they can’t count to ten.  Of
course they can’t, that’s why they’re coaching football you dummy.

“Onside Kick”
A kickoff is used to put the football in play to begin the game,

at the half or after a score by the offense.  The receiving team must
line up ten yards away from the football.  An “Onside Kick” is an
attempt by the kicking team to send the football 
through the no man’s land between teams and then recover it
before the receiving team is able to do the same.  The ploy is
sometimes attempted as a surprise and sometimes at the end of a
game when the kicking team is behind and needs to keep the
football to have a chance to win the game.  At that time it isn’t a
secret to anyone except sometimes the players on the receiving
team, much to the consternation of the coach who was probably too
busy yelling at the referee’s to notice what was going on with his
careless team.



“Option”
This is a term that refers to a type of play whereby the

quarterback will slide down the L.O.S. watching closely the reaction
of the defensive end.  The quarterback has the option of either
pitching the football to one of his friends or keeping the ball himself
depending on what reaction the defense has to the play.  Or, if he
doesn’t particularly like the ‘pitch man’ he will keep the football no
matter what the defensive end does thus taking the option out of
the “Option.”

 “OT”
A football game last’s sixty minutes.  Well, actually as you

know it last much longer than that but there are sixty timed minutes
during the game.  If after the regulation time has expired and the
teams are tied in score an overtime period or “OT” is played.
Overtime periods are different in high school, college and
professional football, which can be confusing for mothers and
fathers.  Remember this, the team that scores the most points in
the “OT” is determined the winner.  Remember it’s a simple game.
The score can be a touchdown or a field goal or an extra point or
two after a touchdown.  A team gets an extra play after scoring a
touchdown.  It’s a reward for getting across that goal line.  If you
kick the football over the cross bar and between the uprights of the
goal post you get one point.  If you run or pass the football across
the goal line you get two.  A field goal is three.  Are you confused
yet? 

“Pigskin”
The football itself is made of rubber or leather.  Apparently the

first footballs were made from the skin of pigs, therefore the name
“Pigskin.”  Although it might be that the first people to play the
game were policemen and being referred to by some of our most
un-athletic young people as pigs with thin skin it is quite possible to
assume that is the reason.  After all the game was first played on
our east coast at our most liberal of colleges where only democrats
are allowed.   Therefore the football could never have been made
from Elephant skin.



“Play Action Pass”
The forward pass was first used in a football game by Notre

Dame University being coached at the time by the legendary Knute
Rockne.  That was in the early twentieth century.  Up to that time no
one thought throwing the ball was a very good idea.  But, it didn’t
take long for those believers of the running game to come upon the
idea of faking the run and throwing the ball and the “Play Action
Pass” was born.  It can be very affective near the goal line or
during a short yardage play like third down and one.  It’s actually
sort of sneaky and only those teams that aren’t tough enough to
play the game like real men use it very often.  

“Pocket”
Actually there are no pockets in football pants.  What the kids

do today with their cell phones or i-pods when playing the game is
another of the worlds great mysteries.  Anyway, “Pocket” actually
refers to the group of offensive linemen protecting their quarterback
during pass attempts by forming a picket line resembling a pocket



for him to hide behind. Usually by very big linemen who were born
in a bad mood from a large lady.  The quarterback usually isn’t big
or in a bad mood,  possibly that’s why the quarterback is sometimes
referred to as a sissy. 

“Punt”
In the game of football the ball can be either kicked or punted.

A kick is when the football is placed on the ground either on a small
platform without assistance or held delicately by a teammate,
usually the quarterback.  To “Punt” the football the player drops
the ball and attempts to kick it before it hits the ground.  If he does
it’s called a punt.  If he misses it it’s called a Muff, which is bad and
the coach will kick or punt his butt up into the stands to be with his
mother.  



 “Quick Kick”
Listen close now because this gets complicated.  A “Quick

Kick” is actually a punt.  I guess Quick Punt didn’t sound good or
something.  To perform a quick kick the quarterback, lined up in the
shotgun formation, five yards behind the L.O.S. and not in a punt
formation, ten or more yards away, which would alert the defense
something was up, first catches the snap from the center, this is
mandatory if not in the rule book, and then really quick punts the
ball and yells “Fooled You” as loud as he can.  Not.  The bad news
is if the punt isn’t quick enough it could get blocked and then it’s
referred to as a really dumb play called by the dumb coach. 

“Reverse”
Sometimes football is a brutal knock you down and stomp on

you game and sometimes it’s a finesse game.  A “Reverse” is a
play that begins in one direction and ends up in the other.  It usually
involves a slight of hand by the QB or a lateral to a wide receiver
and all takes place behind the L.O.S.  It does require the defense to
bite on the fake and if they do they are also susceptible to the
Crack Back block.  So mom if your boy plays defensive end about
once every quarter stand up and yell at the top of your lungs,
“Watch the Reverse.” 

 “Sack”
The best way to defend the forward pass is to eliminate the

possibility before the pass has been thrown.  In other words tackle
the QB before he can release the football.  It’s called a “Sack”
when the defense does that.  It may have originally come from the
word sacrifice as in if your defensive rush is good enough the QB is
sort of a sacrificial lamb.  Well hell, it makes good sense to me. 



 “Safety Valve”
Everyone needs a place to go when things get tough.  Young

girls have their doll house and young boys have their tree house.  A
QB needs one as well.  When the defense takes away, covers the
receiver so well there is no place for the QB to throw the football, he
will throw the ball to his “Safety Valve”, who usually is a running
back who slips unnoticed into the flat or out of the backfield.  The
“Flat” is the area just across the L.O.S. toward either sideline. So
you got two for one here.  And if you don’t have a safety valve you
get sacked! 

 

“Scramble”
If you are running around like a chicken with its head cut off

you are scrambling.  Apologies to the chickens and to the fringe
animal lovers of the world.  Don’t want to piss you guys off.  Did that



once and I’m still getting ugly mail.  So, the QB once again can’t
find anyone to throw the ball to and his safety valve is nowhere to
be seen.  Run for your life my boy and try to keep your eyes
downfield so if by chance one of your receivers finds some open
space you might be able to make something out of nothing.  If your
son isn’t very fast and plays QB, pray a lot. 



 “Shotgun”
It may be that your son needs one to protect himself,

especially if his offensive line is shaky, Mr. Webster says, “Not
sturdy or firm and likely to collapse,” on their best day.  One of the
ways to protect the QB is to line him up about five yards behind the
center and hope the snap finds him.  It’s called the “Shotgun” and I
don’t know why.  Some teams now use the formation as the main
part of their offense, which only proves that what goes around,
comes around.  Because, when this game began no one asked
their QB to put his hands up the center’s butt. 



“Spearing”
There is a place in football for the little guy.  Especially if he

has a chip on his shoulder and has a nasty disposition.  These guys
usually play on the defensive side of the ball and their specialty is to
arrive just after the runner has been tackled and lower their head
“Spearing” the ball carrier with the top of their helmet.  After which
they usually pound their chest to let everyone know how tough they
are.  Of course ten big angry guys just like the bully in the
schoolyard protect him.  Using the helmet as a weapon is suppose
to be illegal but this is one of those penalties that is never called by
the referee who is under six feet tall. 

 “Special Teams”
 Well hell you think your team is special and it might be but

that’s not what we’re talking about here.  A lot of coaches and so
called experts think the kicking and punting game is as important as
offense and defense, they might be right.  And if your son is part of
the “Special Teams” so do you.  In reality special teams refers to
part of the game other than offense and defense.  If your son is the
protector for the punter, or the deep snapper, or the holder, or the
kicker, or covers kicks and punts he is a valuable member of the
special team unit.  So, you can honestly say, “My son is a special
player.” 



 “Trap”
Originally this offensive running play was called a mousetrap.

It was called that because the offensive lineman would intentionally
not block his defender and like the mouse being lured into danger
by the cheese the trap would explode and that would be the end of
the mouse.  Ok, the intent wasn’t to kill the defender but to blindside
him thereby creating a running lane for the offensive back.
Somewhere along the line the term mouse was eliminated, sort of
like the mouse him or her self.  
 

“Trash Talk”
This is a relatively new phenomenon in the sports world.   It

began when players who weren’t as good as the player they were
opposing thought they would be helped if the opponent was
distracted.  Decent thought. Tonya Harding distracted her
competition, Nancy Kerrigan, in the 1994 winter Olympics tryouts by
having her boyfriend break Nancy’s knee cap.  Bad thought.



Today’s football Trash Talkers are usually players that can’t play
well enough to just play the game so they spend time talking to their
opponent in language not suitable for this publication.  They are
usually the worst player on the team and need to do something to
be recognized other than ability.  Well it is the twenty first century
and a lot of things make zero sense.
 
“Turnover”

This isn’t a cooking term mom.  A “Turnover” is a mistake.
Well, come to think of it so is a lot of mom’s cooking.  Just kidding,
don’t send the women’s rights police.  A fumble, remember Johnny
didn’t hold on to the damn ball or an interception, Billy threw the
football to the wrong team.  These are both mistakes referred to in
football as a turnover.  Most teams with losing records have lost the
“Turnover” war and likewise the winners have won that important
confrontation.



Part Three
In the Huddle

It doesn’t matter what reason your son uses to convince
himself that football is a game for him. He may be the star, more
likely he won’t.  He quite possibly will be a starter but more players
on a football team are not. Remember this is a game that even the
non stars can contribute and are an intragal part of the team.  It
takes way more than eleven to play and to win.

 If he is playing because dad did or his brother did or his girl
friend wants him to play, talk him out of it.  But if he wants to play
because he has a passion for the game, move heaven and hell so
he can enjoy the pleasure of playing a hard game and learning on
field lessons that will transend to his off field life….forever.

After practice I always gather the team for a short talk about
the practice, the next challenge or just a story about life.  Not long
ago one of my players relayed to me this conversation he had with
his mother.  Mom had been standing next to the practice field
waiting to give her son a ride home.  As we broke our huddle and
the boy met his mom she asked, “What is it that coach talks about
in those little end of practice sessions?”  After reflecting for a
moment the boy said, “Mom, you just have to be there.”

Following are some essays I wrote relaying some of those
after practice stories.  Hopefully, mom,  you can stand with the boys
in the huddle and get an insight as to why your son wants to play
this game of football.

COACH
 

I was waiting in a local restaurant to speak with the proprietor
about a gift certificate for our foundation golf tournament being held
this weekend when I hear a voice say, “Coach”.  The young man
wasn’t immediately recognizable to me but he quickly identified
himself as Frank Stratton who had played for me at Lakeridge high
in the mid seventies.  He was a small defensive end who was one
of those “no fear” guys that defensive coaches love.  He was
tenacious and relentless in his approach to the game,
characteristics that I’m sure came from genetics rather than
coaching techniques.  Frank was having lunch with some of his co-
workers, he is an insurance agent for a local firm, and is now living



in Salem.  We spent a few moments reminiscing and then
exchanged e-mail information for future use.  It won’t be very long
before I contact him to rekindle a relationship between player and
coach.  

This kind of thing happens quite often.  I’ll be in public and
someone will approach to say hello and many times I don’t
recognize who they are or more appropriately who they “were”.  To
understate the obvious it is very gratifying for me to be reminded of
the role I have played in so many kids, turned men, lives.  

This morning I received two more e-mails from former players.
One played for me at Lewis & Clark College, the other at Lakeridge
High School.  Bob Niendorf was a defensive back from Bend and
grew into a linebacker in college.  He was a captain and all-star
player and I had lost track of him.  “Playing for you served to mold
me into the person that I became and that I am today.  My
memories of those years will be forever inspiring for me.” Nice
words from a good young man.  I would say to him that kids
reactions to being coached by me inspire me to continue in this
profession.  Every time I think maybe it’s time to hang up the
whistle, something that has crossed my mind more and more lately,
I get re-inspired by a chance meeting or an e-mail.  

Brian Hathaway was a kicker for us at Lakeridge and went to
the Naval Academy and had a career as a pilot.   He told me this,
“Coaches can often have a profound impact on their players, and
sometimes the players never get the chance to thank them.  Thank
You!”  Wow.  These three encounters in the past two days just
reinforce the feeling I have that I have been a very lucky man to
have chosen a profession that has so much of an upside. 

In the coaching profession we have some low’s but fortunately
many more high’s and most of them have nothing to do with wins
and losses.  Don’t get me wrong here, winning is way better than
losing even if it is just a game. The benefits that young people
receive by accepting the challenge of competitive sport is rarely
understood by most people who don't join a team.  

We have on our current squad the school student body
president and vice president.  Neither is a starter.  Both are playing
because they want to be a part of a team, a family, a fraternity.
They both see the benefit of working with someone for a common
cause.  Yes, its just a game and these two kids will never be
famous for their athletic abilities but I have a feeling they will both
be very productive adults.  



I'm also sure that sometime down the road one of them will
see me in a chance encounter and say, “Hi coach, thanks.”  That
thought just puts another big smile on my face, which I will carry
onto the practice field today. 

FAMILY

             One of my best coaching friends, Erv Garrison, once told me
after a loss in the state final, “You had a great season, close the
book. I’m going to do that after telling you this may have been my
most rewarding and gratifying season ever.  Overcoming all the
adversity we faced during the season makes our  final record all
that much more unbelievable.  But first let me give you an insight on
what happens when the sudden ending nobody wants to happen
jumps up and bites you in the butt.  Last Friday night, ”I was
standing in the locker room at Mc Nary high school surrounded by
half naked teenagers taking the game uniform off for the last time
this season and for most of the seniors probably the last time…
ever.  

Terrance de Brum is from Malaysia and has been in the U.S. for
just over a year.  This was his first year of football and he probably
played in three or four games and no more than a few dozen plays.
Here is what he told me as I had my arm around him thanking him



for his effort, “Coach what I’ll miss most of all is our Family.”  For
any of you who doubt the value of a team sport like football, that
should tell you volumes.  A kid who was a backup to backups will
miss his “Family!”  Oh my, thank you football.  

Other sports, all of which have their own special rewards, don’t
compare in  my opinion.  For example basketball has ten or twelve
kids on a team and the last three or four are always pissed that they
don’t play more.  Every kid knows all his stats from free throws
attempted to steals and rebounds.  The fans spend most of the last
few minutes calling to the coach, “We want Joey or Peter or Fred.”
The worst player on the team who the coach only kept around
because of loyalty to a hard working kid, who then of course by
mid-season wonders why he isn’t playing more, hell his buddies
know how good he is and the damn coach should too.  I’ve always
thought if football fans did that I’d call the kid over and tell him to go
up into the stands because his buddies wanted him for something.
Anyway, football doesn’t have any of that selfishness as a general
rule.  

That’s not to say I haven’t had a team or two that I would have
liked to send a few players up into the stands.  But this bunch was
as resilient a group and overcame more adversity than any team
I’ve coached.  I’m extremely proud of them as well as our staff that
somehow coaxed nine wins out of a team that was missing major
components from week one.  Player after player came by and
thanked me for the season.  It’s heartwarming to have a teenager
look you in the eye and say something like, “It was a pleasure
playing for you.”  One of our young sophomores said, “Coach it was
a privilege to be coached by you.”  And a frosh that we brought up
for the week said as he was crying, “Thank you so much for letting
me practice with Kyley Mc Crae and all these seniors.”  I’ve always
told kids never to be ashamed of honest emotion.  Men cry and it’s
ok!  Another senior fresh from the shower and dripping water all
over me gave me a big hug and a kiss and just said simply,
“Thanks skipper.”  

My next door neighbor told me once when I was lamenting a
loss that I should never forget that in my profession I get a lot of
highs and some lows and most of the world doesn’t get either.  I
thought that was great advice and I’ve always tried to keep the
game in proper perspective and never feel sorry for myself after the
scoreboard favored the guys wearing another color.  



So this season ends with a nine win and two-loss record.  If I’ve
counted correctly that makes ninety-nine wins at Mc Nary in eleven
seasons, which, if my math is correct, is an average of nine wins
per season.  That my friends equal a lot of highs.  And I can live
with the twenty losses, which amounts to 1.8 per year, and not
many lows.  

When I arrived at Mc Nary in the fall of 1995 I had a coaching
staff consisting of five holdovers from the previous staff.  They are
all still with me and I thank each and every one of them for another
job well done.  I’ll look back on this season, in the next few months,
and remember our kids digging in a little deeper, trying a little
harder, refusing to be deterred by misfortune, never accepting
defeat as an alternative, responding to adversity with incredible
effort, working together to overcome obstacles, offering no excuses
when coming up short. 

To once again paraphrazing the rough riding president,  these
kids will remember there is no effort without error and shortcoming.
Their faces were sometimes marred by dust and sweat and blood
but more often the tears were of joy and in a year when mother
nature turned ugly on nearly every Friday night they never let the
elements win or used them as an excuse. These kids strove to do
the deeds, knew the great enthusiasms and devotions.  Spent
themselves over and over in worthy cause.  They knew the triumph
of high achievement and during the two scoreboard failures went
down to defeat while daring greatly.  Their place was and never will
be with the cold and timid souls who neither know victory nor
defeat.  So as the kids filed out into the night I shared their pride in
a hard job done well.  2005 Celts, I solute you all and thanks for the
memories.



LISTEN

We had our team banquet on Wednesday.  This year we
decided to keep it simple so we gathered for pizza at the Keizer fire
hall for a football family gathering.  I spoke to the kids about the
season and how proud I was of their combined effort and then
spent a few minutes talking about every senior. Most of the seniors
also spoke and thanked their teammates and coaches for the
special year. What a great bunch of young men.  

Speaking of great young men there are four coach Smythe
disciples left coaching in the state playoffs.  Steve Coury at Lake
Oswego and Chad Carlson at Lincoln are head whistles.  Ted Rose
at Tualatin and Ty Gregg at North Medford are assistants.  I’m
certain each of them has passed on to his kids some of the same
thoughts they heard from yours truly many years ago.  Steve, of
course, learned most of his philosophy from his father and my good
friend Dick.  But I think a little bit of me has worked its way into his
demeanor as well.  Teddy played for me both at Lakeridge and LC
and is one of my all-time favorites.  He’ll help Craig Hastin keep
things in proper perspective as they try to wade through the
toughest bracket.  Chad played for me at LC and for the Vikings in
Vienna.  He has a grasp of the game that favors my wide-open
style and has used it to advance the cardinals to a well-earned



statewide respect.  Ty didn’t play for me but was my frosh coach at
Mc Nary and has been a head coach at North Bend, Nyssa and La
Pine.  I’m sure he has influenced coach Rumrey because the
Tornado actually throws the football pretty well.  I wish them all the
best of luck and hope that one of them can enjoy the feeling of the
ultimate victory.  

I’ve somehow managed to do that three times and it is a special
accomplishment.  I like to think that what I teach kids has a great
deal to do with winning.  I’m not talking about blocking, tackling,
running, catching, kicking and throwing.  I’m talking about all the
aspects of playing a team game that helps make a young man a
better man.  As I spoke the other night the sound of silence was as
obvious and it was complete.  I’ve told kids for years that the skill of
listening is the most important one to master.  I think they were
listening because the pin that dropped along the way sounded like
an explosion.  My first words to the team each season are to
remind them to look, gain eye contact with the speaker, and listen.
“You don’t have to believe everything I say, but by listening you will
gain knowledge that will help you make  intelligent decision’s, both
on and off the field.” I remind them that knowledge is a powerful
weapon that they can use throughout life.  On Wednesday there
were fifty pairs of eyes on me as I spoke and that itself gave me a
feeling of great satisfaction.  

I mainly try to teach kids the importance of accountability for
their actions, unfortunately something, that has been nearly lost in
our society.  “Never place blame, Fix the problem.”  Today so many
people want to place blame instead of finding the reason for failure
and working to fix what’s wrong.  It’s a simple concept and it works.
To my players I preach almost daily for them to respect this game,
its rules, those who play it and who support those of us trying our
best to do a hard job well.  Its one of the reason our team faces the
opposing stands after the game, win or lose, while applauding the
moms, dads and friends for supporting the players on their team,
before doing the same on our own sideline.  Thanks mom, thanks
dad, thanks my friend.  It is a privilege for me to play this game and
I want to keep it in proper perspective at all times.  I tell them to find
their family, make eye contact and be genuine in their gratitude.
They are! 

When this game is taught for the right reasons the kids learn a
self-discipline that allows them to make intelligent choices.  One of
my simple lessons is to remind them when they have a difficult



choice to make to simply ask themselves the following question.
“Can I tell my parents or my coach what I’m about to do?”  If the
answer is no, the choice is simple, “Don’t do it!”  I tell them to use
me if necessary when their peers try to take them down the wrong
path.  “Coach won’t allow me to make this choice.  Sorry I’m not
going to do this and disappoint him.”  “Boys, use me when you
need to.”  It’s ok!   

I tell them about the importance of tradition.  We’ve worked hard
to establish a positive tradition wherever I’ve coached.  Make no
excuses.  Trust you teammate and have confidence in yourself
because you have accepted coaching which is no more than
teaching. The responsibility we accept as a coach is to be a good
role model and a source of wisdom for them. We owe it to
teenagers to give them our best effort.  Steve, Chad, Ted and Ty
have certainly done so and I applaud them. As for me, teaching this
game has a way of re-energizing me and I believe keeps me young.
My players have inspired me over the years to do my best for them
and I still have a passion for this game.  And speaking of that just
take a good look at our sideline in a 2011 home game.



MISS LOW 

This past week sort of defined our season.  We beat North
Salem in a swamp that pigs would have boycotted.  Hey Steve, call
the Salem/Keizer school district we need help.  Anyway of course
both teams had to play on the field, so it was an even deal right?
Sure.  We practiced indoors on Monday and Tuesday for an hour,
amazing what you can get accomplished when it’s dry and kids can
concentrate.  I know real football teams practice in the rain, wind,
cold and all the elements.  Heck, how about that, they’ll be playing
games in bad weather so shouldn’t they practice in it?  No.  Kids
have been playing games in bad weather all their lives, they don’t
really have to practice in it, trust me.  That’s another oldwives tale.
Hope I don’t offend any of you old wives!  

I’ve spent my entire career dispensing most of football’s, “we’ve
always done it that way,” theories and I’m not sorry about that at all.
Sort of makes me a rebel I guess but I’ve just never bought into
what I call football ‘stuff’.  On Wednesday after our one hour
practice, which consisted of a warm up and then team offense and
team defense, we did our little thirty yard cardiovascular ritual
consisting of a ten yard jog, followed by a ten yard push harder and
a final ten yard ease off.  “Hey boys, this isn’t a race, just push
yourself hard enough to do some good.”  Ok, so our starting left
offensive guard pulls his hip flexor so bad that he breaks his hip.
Why was I not surprised?  On Thursday our two way starting wide
receiver and corner got hurt in PE.  Hurt his back jogging.  On
Friday our fullback, and middle linebacker who our entire offensive
game plan had been built around, comes out of the game on the
second series with blood flowing down his arm, the result of some
sharp object collision. Gone for the game.  Adversity?  This team
has faced it all year and just keeps on plugging.  Sort of reminds
me of that old Timex commercial with Paul Harvey lifting a watch
out of the Red Sea or someplace like that still ticking. The watch,
not Paul.  Go Celts.  

Someone wrote me about last week’s story of Ben Climer
smiling.  “I never get to hear these stories please keep them
coming.”  Ok, our center, Ben, there must be something about that
first name; Hatley snapped the football over our punters head twice
during the game.  Fortunately our punter is the best athlete on our
team and he managed to elude black shirt kids trying to drop him in
the muck long enough to get both kicks off and avoid disaster.



After the game in the locker room I was walking around shaking
kids hands and hugging them, thanking all of them for their
season’s effort and league championship.  Ben saw me coming and
still mostly dressed in his disgustingly dirty uniform said to me, “I
hope you’re going to chew my butt coach!”  You all need to
understand Ben Hatley hasn’t spoken ten words in practice or in a
game to me or anyone else all year.  Silence is golden I guess.
Sorry if that’s a religious reference, I know it’s against the rules to
be a Christian in public schools.

  Anyway, I hugged that kid and reminded him to miss low!  A
deep snapper is sort of a skill player.  Don’t ever jump a skill player.
They are like thoroughbred horses.  Treat them kindly and hold an
easy halter with them.  Plow horses you can kick in the butt and like
Paul’s watch they will just keep on ticking.  Ben isn’t a plow horse,
he’s a 6’5 225 lb growing boy and I love him to death. 

Here’s another kid story.  We always bring up a few promising
JV and frosh kids during the playoff run to practice with us.  Great
experience for them and they do us a service as well.  One of the
freshmen kids said to me wide eyed as we were leaving the gym,
“Coach, with the freshmen the QB’s says Go and then there’s a
pause before the ball is snapped.  Here, there ain’t no pause!  It’s
so fast!”  Welcome to the ‘next level’ son. 

I’ve always said to our kids, there are eight or ten teams who
can win the sate championship and only three or four of them think
they can.  The other thing is you don’t have to play all eight or even
all four.  Well we did in 2001 but that was unusual.  Remember this,
there are only two folk that need to think you are better than you
really are…. Us and Them!  We’ve got the “Us” part down, hope
“Them” think so too.  Truthfully we are not good enough to win the
title, our team in August might have been, but this group of kids
won’t go down without a fight and I love them for that.  Then we’ll
congratulate the victors and walk away with our heads up.  The
games a little faster in the playoffs, the opponents a little better.
Miss low Ben!  Go Celts.  





   NEW SEASON 

We’re into game week already, as most of you know. Every year
it seems to get here quicker, I think. I’m not really sure because I
don’t remember everything anymore. Oh my. The valley league still
has ten teams so our regular season is filled up with league games.
This year however we are able to add an eleventh game so on
Friday we’ll hop a bus and head to Grants Pass to open our season
vs. the Cavemen in our first ever non-league game.  I hope the bus
is up to the task.  Last year in the playoff’s one of the team busses
couldn’t make it over the mountains to southern Oregon so we
arrived an hour late with sixty kids and their gear stuffed into one
bus.  Not fun. 

Once again, like all seasons, we have some interesting stories
involving our football team.  Keizer is a city with a nice cross section
of people.  We have kids from the Mc Nary Estates area and kids
from surrounding farms.  We have up scale housing and some from
the opposite end.  Some of our kids drive nice cars to school, some
take public transportation and some walk.  We have a multiple
ethnic team that, like most large squads, represents a microcosm of
society.  

I counted eleven players out of our forty five man travel roster
who come from broken homes. Kyley Mc Crae our outstanding
running back is one of those players.  He is a possible D-1 prospect
and usually has a smile on his face but now and then you can see
the other side.  He can become withdrawn and defensive when the
pressure of his difficult home life becomes too much for him to
handle.  It is hard for those of us who live in relative comfort to
understand what kids like Kyley face on a daily basis.  Since
arriving in Keizer four years ago he has moved nine times and
currently lives in east Salem about thirty minutes from Mc Nary.  He
has no car so just getting to school is sometimes a problem for him.
Thank goodness football has given him an opportunity to excel and
for at least part of his day lead a normal life.

Maurice Luster is a 6-5, 260 pound senior who was at Mc Nary
as a freshmen and sophomore but failed nearly every class. He
weighed well over three hundred pounds and seemed to be
heading down a path to destruction.  His junior year he voluntarily
entered the Boot Camp program in central Oregon and lost over
eighty pounds.  His goal became to join the marines and play



football for Mc Nary his senior year. He will need to receive a
favorable hardship ruling from the OSAA but we are hopeful they
will see his motivation as positive and give him the opportunity to
play. We are trying to help him stay focused and reach his goal.  So
far he is one of our hardest workers and looks like a player.  He can
run and is athletic but hasn’t played the game for three years so he
is somewhat confused at times. Football has given him a desire to
discipline himself and stay away from potential roadblocks.  His
father tells us that he has never seen Maurice so motivated.
Thanks again football.

Probably our most dramatic story concerns a  transfer student
with a horror story in his recent past.  I won’t identify him by name
because he desires privacy. However, his story is one that others
may use as motivation so he may change his mind.  Currently living
with his aunt he possesses a 3.5 GPA and at 6’3 and 255 he is an
imposing player.  He can run and is athletic and started as a
sophomore on both sides of the football last season at his former
school.  Unfortunately he grew up in an abusive atmosphere and
many times had to intervene on behalf of his mother to keep his
father from beating her.  He wasn’t always successful and one day
when he wasn’t home his father returned to the house, shot his
mother, killing her and then took his own life.  I can’t possibly
imagine what kind of an emotional experience that must have been.
I know this, way too many people in our society have used this kind
of horror as an excuse to trip into the drug scene or otherwise turn
to an alternative culture.  This kid it seems is made of something
special.  He always has a smile on his face and is one of the
hardest workers on our team.  His story is easily the most awful tale
I’ve encountered in my entire career.  I hope for his sake it has a
happy ending. Tragedy has a way of causing people to either re-
focus in a positive way or to drop out.  This young man has had
harsh reality of life hit him way too hard, way too soon but he has
shown the will to overcome. Most of our society could learn a
valuable lesson from this seventeen year old. Football’s challenges
pale in comparison to those in life for sure.  But this game can also
work as a diversion to life outside the lines. Please join me and say
a prayer for these young men.  





   ORANGE 

Winners play with a confidence that losers don’t understand.  Let
me give you a few examples.  When I first arrived on the campus at
LC all I heard from people who had been losing games there for
years was, we can’t do this or that and Linfield can.  It went on and
on and was the first excuse out of various lips when trying to
rationalize another defeat.  Finally I had enough and said, “Why
don’t we just concentrate on what we can do and move on.”  That
comment was met with a lot of disapproving looks. Losers enjoy
losing and the people at LC were masters at self-pity.  Linfield had
lower admission standards and the coaches at LC used that as
their excuse for fielding bad teams.  “Are you telling me smart kids
can’t play”, I asked?  It seemed to me our task was very simple,
locate the good players who fit our admission standards and quit
worrying about those student athletes that we can’t get in school.
My theory was simple, coach our kids, our team and let the
Linfield’s of the world worry about us.  Seemed to work, but it made
me a few enemies in the athletic department who enjoyed losing.
It’s a lot easier to lose, you don’t have to work as hard and you
don’t have to maintain excellence, which might be even more
difficult.  After I left palatine hill they reverted very quickly to a more
comfortable gripe and moan about the winners of the world
philosophy.  The on field results were predictable.

When I arrived at Mc Nary I found the same excuse-making
attitude.  Sprague high school was the perennial league power and
they first thing I heard in Keizer was, “We can’t find the football
because they hide it with their orange jerseys.”  Are you kidding
me?  No.  I had heard of poor excuses but this one took the blue
ribbon.  It didn’t take me very long to let the Celtic faithful know how
I felt about the orange jersey excuse.  “The next person who tells
me about the orange jerseys at Sprague I’m firing on the spot.  We
have one task and that is to work smarter and better than we have
in the past and get as good as Sprague and until we do, keep your
mouths shut.” They did and we did.

Playing with the confidence of a winner is a result of believing
what you are doing will give you an advantage.  I told our kids we
would work smarter than anyone else.  Quality would be our by
word and we would leave quantity to our opponents.  The Law of
Diminishing Returns would be our guideline.  Short but precise



practice’s, positive reinforcement, accepting a role, working
together as a family and understanding proper perspective would all
play a part in our rise to prominence in the Valley League and in the
State.

Gordy James my very good friend and retired former long time
basketball coach at Willamette University, who I coached with at
Lakeridge, may have said it best.  "Tom, your teams play with so
much confidence". Thank you Gordy and here is why, I’ve always
told my kids, "First we must look like players and act like players,
playing like one comes next".

I believe there is one other good reason why we play
confidently.  We never place blame, we fix problems. If a kid misses
a key tackle we won’t blame him but simply work harder on tackling
fundamentals.  If our quarterback can’t throw the fifteen-yard out
pattern we simply won’t ask him to do that. Instead we’ll
concentrate on what he does well and save the out pattern for when
we have a kid who can execute that challenge.

Here’s another example of how to create confidence.  I coach by
the seat of my pants.  If it feels good at the time I do it and I don't
take long to make a decision.  I've found that the percentage of
mistakes in quick decisions is no greater than in long, drawn-out
vacillations, and the effect of decisiveness itself "makes things go"
and “creates confidence” on the sideline with both coaches and
players. Maybe Bill Parcells said it best, “There are no geniuses
coaching the X’s and O’s of football, and everyone knows that part
of the game.  The successful coach is the one who can
communicate with his staff and his players.  He’s right.

”In the end the game of football is a simple game.  On offense
gain ten yards and you get to keep the ball.  Cross the last line and
they give you six points and you get an opportunity to get one more
extra point.  On defense, tackle the guy with the ball.  Too many
coaches try to make the game harder than it is and in doing so just
make it harder than it should be. Then they make excuses to cover
their hind end.  Entrance requirements and orange jerseys come to
mind.

The moral here is this; don’t worry about the other guy.  Look in
the mirror and like what you see.  Treat others right and surround
yourself with excellence.  Then enjoy life.  You all take good care….
of each other.  





   
   THREE BOYS

Tomorrow we play our first game of the 2004 season.  Like
most years there are some happy and some sad stories involving
our kids.  I’m going to tell you about three of them.  One kid will
play, one might play and one will not.

James Van Wyck is a senior starter at right tackle.  When he
was a sophomore he asked to join the varsity during the playoff’s to
help out as a service player.  This was unusual because after we
pick the few players to be brought up for the playoffs the rest just
turn in their gear.  I was impressed with James’ attitude although he
wasn’t even a starter on the JV team.  Last season as we began
practice and were looking for a right tackle we tried a number of
kids, none of which was very good.  Finally I said to our line coach
put James in that spot, he isn’t very good either but at least he has
shown he wants to be.  He was God-awful but as the season
progressed he became just awful and finally sort of average.  When
I got back from Austria this summer the first kid I noticed working
out was James.  He looked like a different kid to me.  He was 6’2
and 185 pounds as a sophomore and he had grown to 6-3 and 225.
The natural maturation process helped but his weight room effort
and conditioning routine was the biggest reason for his growth.  As
our pre-season practice winds down it is obvious that James is our
most improved football player.  In America anything is possible.
You have choices to make which you are free to make.  James is
an accomplished student with well over a three point five  G.P.A.;
he chose to make himself into a football player as well.

Joe Curtis was standing in our locker room on the day we
handed out gear in August.  He looked like he was twenty five years
old and I had no clue as to who he was.  My first thought was he
was a friend of one of our players.  I asked him if he was new to our
program and he indicated he was.  “Where did you transfer from I
asked”.  “I didn’t.  I went to Mc Nary as a freshmen but I did home
school last year”.  Joe is a real big guy and like every football
program everywhere and at every level there is always a need for
big guys.  Joe worked out the first few days in tennis shoes
because he couldn’t find football shoes in size 20.  He was always
the first kid to show up in the morning and about midweek as I
arrived for practice there he was but this day with a big smile on his
face.  “Hey big Joe, what are you so happy about this morning?”



“Hey little coach, I found some shoes that fit me, on the Internet”.
Most kids don’t call me little coach so you might get the picture this
kid is different.  

We’ve all coached kids like Joe.  Football will be better for him
than he is for football but that’s the beauty of this team game.  We
have a scale in the coach’s office and one morning Joe asked if he
could weight himself.  “Of course son, be my guest”.  I figured him
for about 280, I said he was a big kid but he isn’t fat, just big.  The
scale did its scrambling blinking thing and when the numbers came
up it read 349.5.  Oh my!  “How tall are you son?” “I think I’m six
foot six”, he said.  “Joe I don’t know if you’ll ever be a football player
but I do know one thing, you’ll be getting off the team bus first.  This
kid has shown a desire to make himself into a player.  He told me
that football was what was going to get him back on track.  “I’ve
stopped smoking and I’m amazed at how much better I breathe”.
Stop the presses, a teenager who thinks.  Joe has made a choice
to be a productive young man and a positive member of society and
he is using football to help.  God bless him and God bless football.

Nate Van Slochtern is a sixteen-year-old senior co-captain and
two year starter.  Last season he played middle linebacker and at
6’2 and 225 he was a definite college prospect.  Nate is still 6’2 but
weighs in at 180 pounds.  He spends most of his days lying in a
bed at Doernbecher Children’s Hospital fighting for his life.  This
summer after losing thirty pounds in less than a month he was
diagnosed with an acute form of lymphatic cancer, leukemia to be
exact.  Yesterday he suddenly arrived at our practice field.  His
doctors have allowed him to spend a few days at home and to be at
the coin toss on Friday night for our first game.  It’s hard to know
what to say in this situation.  “How you doing Nate”, just doesn’t
seem right.  I’ve faced a few situations over my forty-year career
that has caused me to pause but I’ve never had something like this
to deal with.  Teenagers don’t have a monopoly on feeling immune
to life’s challenges but that doesn’t make the reaction to bad news
any easier to fathom.  Nate told me that he hasn’t asked himself,
“Why Me?”  He says “Why not me?  Coach, I’m going to beat this
and maybe I can be an inspiration to others who need help.”  As he
spoke to his teammates yesterday afternoon all of us were touched
by his concern for us, for our team.  “You defensive guys are too
quiet.  You’ve got to show some emotion and make some noise.   It
unnerves the offense when you are yelling and communicating with
each other.  You’ve got to get loud.”  Wow!  This kid is concerned



about us!  Oh my, what a lesson, what a kid, what a captain, what a
leader.  There was only one pair of dry eyes in the group and they
belonged to Nate.

These three stories might make even those most critical of our
athletic programs understand why extra curricular activity in our
schools is so important and why I choose to continue in this
profession.  Hell, I’m only 63, with some luck I might last a while
longer.  Hope so.  *post script:  I’m 71 and feeling good.



PIE

I’ve been busy trying to make a first down so I’m sorry I
haven’t written anything for a bit.  I’ve been looking for humble pie
in the bakeries but they seem to be out.  Actually it’s been eighteen
years since I’ve experienced coaching a team that can’t seem to do
anything right or get a good break or break a sweat trying.  I’ve sort
of lost the feeling and maybe that’s good.  Anyway I’ve always said
I’m in this coaching gig because of the friends I get to work with and
the kids I get the opportunity to coach and that the scoreboard
didn’t really matter much.  Of course most people told me it was
easy to say that when my teams always won.  Well, now I can tell
you the reason I’m in this coaching gig is because of the friends I
work with and the kids I get to coach.  I’m really having a good time
with this team, with the exception of Friday nights.  We practice
hard and well.  We are focused and prepared and then on game
night we tend to forget everything we learned and practiced during
the week.  We’ve had two home games and the combined halftime
score is Mc Nary zero, opponents 58.  The shocking thing to me is
when we come out for the second half our fans are still there. 

I ran in to the retired athletic director who hired me in 1995 to
coach at Mc Nary yesterday at the store.  After small talk I asked
him how he was doing and his answer wasn’t what I was prepared
to hear.  He has a tumor in his neck that is cancerous and is just
beginning the arduous task of doctor’s visits and cat scans and
MRI’s to determine just what it is and what to do.  I ‘m lucky I have
good health and I love coaching.  I have a smile on my face most of
the time.  

As I related these stories to my team yesterday I could tell they
were focused on my words.  I told them they are really lucky
because they get an opportunity each week to accept a challenge
that way too many kids today just won’t do.  Those other kids will
never get to experience the thrill of Friday night lights, of doing a
hard job well, of competing and winning and losing, of working
together with others to achieve a common goal. 

I pointed out to them one of their teammates, Nick Johnson,
who I wanted them to emulate.  This kid is a first year football
player as a senior.  He has worked his way into a starting position
as a receiver and he did it the old fashioned way…. he earned it.
Last Friday in the forth quarter I was about to replace him with



another kid who I told to tell Nick he was going in the game.  I saw
Nick’s response and it was easy to see he was not happy.  I
thought for a moment and quickly decided that Nick was a kid who
cared, who wanted to compete, who would never quit.  If he were a
slacker or a lazy kid or a part time hustle guy I wouldn’t have put up
with his response.  But this kid was mad because he wanted to play
and fight and compete until the final whistle.  I put him back in the
game and I don’t think I’ll ever take him out again.  He is a winner.
The scoreboard doesn’t matter to kids like Nick.  Neither will
obstacles that life puts in front of him.  He’ll face them all with the
same kind of determination and fight.  When he graduates from
college my friends, hire him!  

About an hour into our practice I noticed a tall, skinny guy with
a small dog on a leash crossing the baseball infield heading
towards where I was working with a group of receivers and
defensive backs.  Turned out to be one of my very best friends and
former basketball coach at David Douglas.  Jim Kitchen and his
hunting hound Josie had decided to pay us a visit.  Jim is always
funny and constantly reminds me with tongue in cheek that we don’t
act enough like real football players and coaches.  We don’t have
enough contact and don’t yell and scream enough.  He might be
right, just kidding.  He just wanted to say hi and good luck, like good
friends do when they have a concern for someone they care about.
We go way, way back and I relish his friendship.  At the end of
practice I told my players about him and asked them to understand
the meaning of having good friends you can count on.  It’s like
counting on a good teammate.  They’ll always be there when you
need them. Sometimes they’ll bring their dog.  You all do your best
today.





FOOTBALL HURTS

Yesterday I spent a few hours with my wife’s step fathers
daughters husband, got that, who coaches real football at Fort
Vancouver High.  He is going into his second season as head
coach and wanted to ‘pick my brain’.  I’ve been asked that before
and nearly always agree to these requests because I think I need to
pass on some of my experience to younger guys.  I’ll let them
decide if my methods are worth considering for their program.  

I tried to tell him that coaching football is pretty simple.  The
most important thing is to get the players out for the sport and keep
them there.  How do you do that?  Well first you have to realize that
football hurts.  It isn’t like basketball played in a cozy gym where
kids get to run around in shorts, ok they are way too long today, and
bounce a ball and throw it ten feet in the air now and then. Usually
from behind the three-point arc, which is why no one in basketball
can shoot a ten-foot bank shot anymore, sorry about that John
Wooden.   It isn’t baseball played in the warm sun, where you get to
chew and spit sun flower seeds everywhere and run one out of
three times you bat…. if you’re good.  Football is played with heavy
gear on and in the hot summer sun and the cold late fall rain.  You
get blind sided, hammered, knocked down, stomped on, kicked and
too many times yelled at by some Vince Lombardi want’a’b.  

So I told him to do two things.  First talk to all the basketball
and baseball players who don’t currently play football and let them
know your practices will be no longer than two hours long….ever.
That if it rains too hard, or is too cold you’ll push out the ‘open gym’
basketball team illegally practicing and practice in the warmth of the
gym.  You won’t require off season commitment, only remind them
that the best player plays, which for the motivated kid is reminder
enough to work out in the off season, if he has one.  Second design
an offense and defense that is ‘fun’ to play and doesn’t require a
thick play book and long hours in meetings to master.  Teach the
game on the field and leave the whistle for the other guys.  When I
want a play to stop I yell ‘whistle’…. it works.  Laugh and have
some fun.  Throw out the ‘monkey rolls’ and other agility drills
designed a hundred years ago by some coach trying to fill in time to
make the game harder and practices longer.  Do they give points
for monkey rolls?  Practice football and do it mostly with eleven
guys that are what the rules require.  Some kids are very good at
drills and can’t play the game.  I loved watching Ralph Miller’s



teams practice when I coached at OSU eons ago.  They played
basketball, full court.  Sometimes it was 5 on 5, sometimes 4 on 4
and sometimes 3 on 3, but it was basketball. Made good sense to
me.  We practice less fundamental, individual, small group football
than any team in the entire world.  Seems to work.  

I told him to set some realistic weekly goals.  Something
simple like, empty their stands before the fourth quarter.  I
emphasized to him to have his players physically, mentally and
emotionally fresh on game day. I told him to talk to his players
about life, love and the pursuit of happiness and not just about
football.  Tell them some short personal stories that might motivate
them.  Tell them to hug their dads and kiss their moms.  Tell them
to clean their rooms and take out the garbage.  Tell them to wash
dads car and mow the lawn.  Tell them to sit in the front row in class
and become a great listener.  Tell them to choose their own words
carefully and respect the non-athlete for his or her skill.  Tell them to
open doors for women, smile at strangers and sit with the new kid in
the lunch room.  Remind them they are in a glass house so don’t
throw stones at others.  Tell them not to take themselves too
seriously but to give their best all the time, everywhere.  Tell them
to respect those who are better than they are and to compare
yourself with…yourself.  Tell the subs to mentally prepare like a
starter and to be supportive on the sideline.  I reminded him to
treat kids like you love them and you better.  Never let a kid leave
the locker room believing you don’t like him.  Understand it’s
motivating the players to play at their best that makes the
difference.  Design the game to take advantage of the player’s skills
not some system you learned in college or at some clinic.  I
emphasized that his coaching goal should have nothing to do with
championships or wins and losses but should be judged by how
many of  his players come to him after their career is over and say,
“Coach, I loved that and I’d do it again in a minute.”  I said to
surround yourself with quality coaches who care about kids.  Then
point them in the right direction and get out of their way.  Tell them
that this game requires a lot of plough horses and some
thoroughbreds.  You can yell at the plough guys but you better give
the thoroughbreds an easy halter. Finally, keep this simple game of
football in its proper perspective and never forget, “The feeling you
get by doing a hard job well.”   





About the Author

Some people wander through life searching for the ultimate
job or the right lifestyle, I never had that problem.  From my
earliest recollections I always knew exactly what it was I wanted
to do. I always wanted to be a football coach.  Whenever
anyone asked me, even as a young child, what do you want to
be when you grow up I never gave all the normal answers.  I
didn't want to be a fireman, a policeman or the President of the
United States, and I certainly didn't want any part of the life of a
traveling salesman, like my father. My answer was always the
same, "I want to be a football coach", and that was way before I
played on a team or  watched a game either on TV or in person.

I never could pin point why I gave that answer until as a
young man my mother told me the following story.  Then it all
came together for me.

August 1943 Canby, Oregon

We had moved west from Omaha and settled in Canby.  A
small town twenty miles south of Portland, Oregon in the pacific
northwest.  Our home was located across the street from the
Canby High School football field.  

It was August and the high school team had begun its two a
day practice sessions preparing for the upcoming season.
Twice daily the team would go through their practice routine
under the watchful eyes of their coach.

One day mom was calling for her boys but neither was
within earshot.  She searched around the back yard but couldn't
find  us playing in our usual spots.  The property wasn't very
large but we did have room enough for a pet goat and us boys
spent a lot of time playing with him.

Becoming somewhat concerned she walked across the
road and noticed the football team preparing to begin practice.
Not being a shy person, mom walked up to the coach and asked
if he had seen two little boys.  "Well now, you wouldn't mean
those two young 'uns sitting up in the bleachers with their pet
goat would you?  And there we were, watching from our perch
high atop the school grand stand, such as it was.  "They're
nearly always here you know.  Think they'll want to play or coach
some day?"



I don't remember anything about living in Canby or the goat
or watching football practice.  I was way too young.  But, it's
obvious to me that the seeds of my infatuation with this
wonderful game of football  were born under the hot August sun
in Canby, Oregon.

A very long career

I started my teaching and coaching career in a small high
school with barely over 200 students in Willamina, Oregon.  It
was a small mill town southwest of Portland about forty miles.
Many of the students were from the Grand Rhonde Indian
Reservation located nearby. That was in 1965. My coaching
journey has taken me from that beginning to a large suburban
high school, to small college, major college, professional and the
international level. 

Coaching football affords me a life style opportunity with
which I am very comfortable.  I'm around young kids most of the
time.  I have an opportunity to influence many of them.  

I thank God nearly every day for the opportunity He has
given me to work with young people.  I’m lucky.  I have two very
good reasons to be thankful I am in the coaching profession.
First, I love what I do and second, I am pretty good at it.  Some
would disagree with that and say, good players seem to follow
me around.

When you have been coaching as long as I have you get
the "R" question all the time.  "When are you going to retire
coach?"  The answer to that question I don't know.  I do know
this.  As long as my health stays good, I'm having fun and I feel
like the kids are still listening, learning and enjoying football
they'll have to drag me kicking and screaming off the sideline.

 



EPILOGUE

Writing this book has been a lot of fun.  It is my hope that all the
mothers who read it will see the humor and understand the game
just a little better.  From the time I heard the mothers in West Linn,
Oregon discussing the fair catch I knew they saw the game different
than did men.  Women have an ability to simplify the game of
football that we men will never embrace.  Maybe we should.

I know there are many, many mom’s who know more about the
game than many fathers so the point isn’t to belittle the mothers of
the world.  Simply, I’ve been asked so many times to explain the
game to mom that I decided now was a good time.  Every
profession has its own special language and football is no different
in that respect.  I have attempted to put some of that language into
words that make sense to the mom’s of the football world.  I hope
that I have been successful in my attempt.

Finally, the following prose, a quote from our roughrider
president, Theodore Roosevelt, that I’ve referred to now and then,
sort of says it all for me.  And just maybe your son feels the same
way.

"It is not the critic who counts; not the man who points
out how the strong man stumbles, or where the doer of
deeds could have done them better. The credit belongs
to the man who is actually in the arena, whose face is
marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives
valiantly; who errs, who comes short again and again,
because there is no effort without error and
shortcoming; but who does actually strive to do the
deeds; who knows great enthusiasms, the great
devotions; who spends himself in a worthy cause; who
at the best knows in the end the triumph of high
achievement, and who at the worst, if he fails, at least
fails while daring greatly, so that his place shall never
be with those cold and timid souls who neither know
victory nor defeat."  

     
     Theodore Roosevelt



 
He began a career coaching in 1965 as an assistant at 

Willamina High School, his Europe coaching begain in 1994, 
that has lasted twenty years (in Austria, Finland, Germany, 
Hungary & Croatia)  While in Vienna his team won 7 national 
titles (in nine seasons) and two Euro Championships.

 From 1995 through 2006 he was the head coach at Mc 
Nary High School in Keizer, Oregon.  Winning state titles  in 
1997 and 2001.  He coached for twe years at Evergreen 
High School in Vancouver, Washington and returned to 
Lakeridge in 2009.  Now retired in both the USA and Europe.

Coach Smythe lives in Europe most of the year working as 
a consultant to a number of teams.  

            

Coach Tom celebrating a Eurobowl victory in Vienna, Austria
in 2006



 
 
 


	I’ve always said to our kids, there are eight or ten teams who can win the sate championship and only three or four of them think they can. The other thing is you don’t have to play all eight or even all four. Well we did in 2001 but that was unusual. Remember this, there are only two folk that need to think you are better than you really are…. Us and Them! We’ve got the “Us” part down, hope “Them” think so too. Truthfully we are not good enough to win the title, our team in August might have been, but this group of kids won’t go down without a fight and I love them for that. Then we’ll congratulate the victors and walk away with our heads up. The games a little faster in the playoffs, the opponents a little better. Miss low Ben! Go Celts.
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